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I.

PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSELING. Provides individual and
group guidance and counseling services in schools. colleges and
universities. hospitals, clinics, rehabilitation centers, and indus-
tr$,, to assist individuals in achieving more effective personal,
social, educational, and vocational development and achieve-
ment Collects data about the individual through use of inter-
view. case history, ancl, observational techniques Selects, ad-
ministers, scores, and interprets psychological tests designed to
assess individuals intelligence, aptitudes. abilities, and interests,
apply ing knowledge of statistical analysis Evaluates data to
identify cause of problem and to determine advisability of coun-
seling or refarral to other specialists or institutions. Conducts
counseling or therapeutic interviews-to assist individual to gain
insight into personal pjoblems: define goals, and plan action re- ,
Electing his interests, abilities, and needs Provides occupational.
educational, and other information to enable individual to formu-
late realistic educational and vocational plans. FollOws up re-
sultssults of counseling to determinerefiability and validity of treat -'

used May engage in research to develop and Improve,
diagnostic and counseling techniques.

/

c

Adapted, with slight modifications, from th.'
DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES

Volume I Definitions of Titles.
U S Department of Labor
Washington, D.0 : 1965
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THE COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGIST .

Have yolieer been concerned abdtt whettfer a step or decision which
you were contemplating was the right on Felt that the informMion
which you had about yourself or some sitivation Was inadequate' Won-
dered how you might tie.yourinterests abilities and, personal assets to
the best advantage? Felt the need to take stoc f y ur goals and values.
or to evaluate your plans for achieiri,g them. een compelled by some
experience which you have had to question rev' your self-image'
Become aware of an inadequacy in yOurself which yo felt you shoUld
do something about? Been disturbed by your inability to ve up to your
own or others' expectations° Been concerned about your relationships
with other people' Had the desire to enibark on a program of self
development?

If you have you will know that unaided introspection and trial and
error are not always the best or most-economical ways of dealing with
sucli situations, and that a knowledgeable and understanding person can
often be very, helpful in arriving at a workable plan Or solution.

There are profes.Sionally trained pVsons who specialize in helping in-
di4cluals with these kinds of problems and needs. This booklet is about
one such group of persons, counseling" psychologists. Having read it,
youmay wish to include counseling psychology among the career possi-

.
bilitiecwhich you inten61 to explore further. Or. if you are already con-
sidering it. this booklet may help you to become better acquainted with
the field of counseling psychology.

On the opposite page is a definition of counseling psychology taken
from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. a sourcebook frequently used
by counseling psychologiSts. It is suggested that you read it carefully be-
cause it helps to sot the stage for the discussion which follows. .

WHAT A COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGIST DOES
. -

His three roles. Counseling psychologists play three different but
:-

complementary roles when dngaging in practice, as contrasted with re-
lated research; teaching, or administration. One is to help persons who .
are presently experiencing difficulty,, This is the remedial or rehabilitative
role. tAnother is to anticipate, cirOnivent and, if possible, forestall dif- .

ficulties whin may arise in thg future. This is the preventive role. A
ithird role s to help individuA to plan, obtain, and derive maximum

beunift from educational, social, aocatiohal, vocational and other kinds'
of experiences which6will enable them 'to discover and develop their po-
tentials. This is the educative and developmental role

The counseling psychologist is therefore as con&rne l with facilitating



aptinium de elopment as he is with remedying faulty deNelopment, as in-
terested in cultilating, assets and potentials as he is.in cbrrecting and
overcoming deficits and shortcomings. ,

his clientele. Counseling psychologists,wori: in many different set-
tings and with many kinds of persons. The setting may be a college coun-
seling center. a mental or generl hospital, a rehabilitation center, a men-
4,11 Ilgiene clinici community lotafional guidance center. a high school.
,the persoAel department of a business or factory. a project for retrain-
ing displaced workers. or a training camp for underpriNileged and under-
educated youth 1k ho lack job skills. His clients may be high school stu-
dents. mental patients, older persons-facing retirement. college students.
outpatients of a mental health clinic, physically handicapped persons.
delinquents. unemployed, under-employed or displaced workers, or nor-
mal adults in ne of educational, Vocational, or pers nal guidance

What these c1 ents need in the way of help will nary considerably. If
the chent'§ pro stems fror lack of information (-How does one get
to be a sureyor'''. or'"Which colleges hate good art departments?"),
the counselor may not need .to do much more than supply accurate in-
f'ormation or 'to direct him .to an appropriate source. Howeler. if the
client's problem stems from an unclear or unrealistic self-concept, lack
or loss of skill, lack of direction, feelings of inadequacy. unrealistic as-
piratioisis. distortion or denial* of feelings and experiences or inability to
hold or'perform satisfactorily on a'job, much more than information is
needed., Identifying the source of a client's difficulty and delisilig ap-
propriate sjrategies for dealing with it are among the most difficult and
important of a psychologist's tasks.

Host,' he helps. To these,problems the counseling psychologist
brings a point of 'view which holtis that indkidtPals can change, can lead
satisfying lies. can be self-directing. can find ways of usinetheir re-
sources, e'en though these ma.y have been impaired by incapacitating
attitudes and feelings. slow maturation, cultural deprivation, lack.of op-
portunity, illness, injury, or old age.

To achieve these goals, the counseling psychologist uses a varidly of
techniques One of these is the use of exploratory experiences He may,
for example, get the indiN'idual to tj-,y himself out in certain tasks or situ-,' ations,in order to build confidence, to discoNer or deNelop his interests
and abilities, or to practice new and more constructiNe ways of handling
situations which ate giving hirp,trouble. For example; he may encourage
a would-be trial lawyerito join a ciebating club ihordei.to test the wisdom
of his choice, or to develop certain qeful verbal skills Or he mayNar-
range for a conalocing mental patient to work social hours a day in
the hospital cafeteria in order to accustom him to the kind of work rou-
tines he will face *hen he° is discharged. Or he may gel a' person who
loses his temper whenever he thinks he is being criticized to formulate
and practice more constructiNe'responses, either alone, in counseling in-
temiews, or in role playing situations such as psychodramas.

Another commonly used technique is environmental intervention.

tea'

(
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Since a pef5o
of him but al
what can be
The gains ma
ple, a delinq
an unfaora
These. are,

chador is determined not only by what goes on ins*
by what gOes on about him, there are obvious limits to
omplished within the four walls of a. consulting room.

m 'counseling can be dissipated eery quickly if, for exam-
nt, an addict, or a discharged mental patient, returns to
situation V, Ilia caused or contributed to his problem.

nurse, extreme examples More often the problem is not
how to sep, ate a persOn from a patently unsatisfactory, situation. but
how to modify certain features of his environment in ways which will en-
hance his chances of making a 'successful adjustment

Thus a counseling psychologist may explore with the prdspectie em-
ployer of a physically disabled person, or of a mental patient who is about
to he discharged, ways Of restructuring the patient's job_so_as to maximize
lids chances of success. Or he may confer with the 'patient's wife about
the-kinds of demands which she should. or should not. make of him upon
his return Qr. if he. works in'a college setting, he may investigate the
stresses and strains to which stadents are subjeted and suggest ways in
which student unions. student goernmenf,, resideritial arrangements and
the like may be modified or used to create not only a less destructively

'stressful campus milieu, but also one which will make a-positive contri-
bUtion to the students' intellecfual, personal and social development.

As his job title suggests. the counseling psychologist's primary tool is
counseling. Counseling, whether it is performed With individualsy or
grOups, is a special kind of interchange between a professionally trained
counselor and a person who has sought or might benefit from his services
special because,.it is based $n unconditional acceptance of the, client
and is&sually free of blame, criticism, recrirr4ation, and reproof. Its
rirajor premise is that guided self-examination, lelf-discovery, and self-
, enerated decisions are more to lead to constructigwpaction and

rsonal growth, than persuasion, exhortation, prescription) or advice.
As some of the newer techniques for modifying client behavior (for ex-
ample, modelling, descnsitizaticm' operant reinforcement, computer 8-
sisted.counseling and practice in role - taking and self-regulation) become
better understood present conceptions of counseling -may change con-
siderably. The prevailing emphasis , 'however, is still on using interviews
to create the kind of atm(Aphere in which the individual canfixamine
his feelings and experiences without being defensive, and can be helped
to put his views about himself and the world to the test by 'trying himself
out,in -new roles and situations, by taking tests which provide objective
data about his interests, abilities and personality, and by reading books
and other materials which describe the nature and requirements of im-
portant aspects of his environment such as occupations, collpgesand
various types of training programs and work-settings. Having developed
a clearer picture of himself and of these and other aspects of his environ-
ment, he isin a better position to change, or to come to.terms with, the
realities as he now sees them.

The counselor serves as a gniide. facilitator, informant, question-raiser,
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commentator, and, ibove all, as a person on whom the counselee can try
out ideas and ways of behaving The expectation is that the client will
emerge from this experience not only with a solution to his present prob-

e km. but also with knowledge anckstrategies which he can apply to the
solution Of future problems

The . pslcholo,:vst as a data - oriented problem-solver. To achieve
these obiectises the counselor must be able to integrate two rather differ-
ent roles The one requires that he place himself'in the client's shoes
adopt his frame of reference. see the World through his eyes The ,premise
is that subjective realitt. ( what the client believes to be so) is often as
important as objective reality (what actually is so). The other role in-
vokes looking at things, not through the client's eyes, but through a psv-
Chologist's eyes.

When he lays aside the client's frame of reference and adopts his own,'
the counselor substitutes the' scientific role for the empathic role He
turns his attention to collectinginalving and integrating pertinent facts
about the individual and his situation'\He adrniniIers tests. accumulates
biographical data, ,studies and evaluates the clients behavior and. where
.appropriate, solicits reports from teachers, employers, and other persons
who know the individual and his situation These data help'him to 'unr
derstand the client's present behavior. to evaluate his readiness for boun-
seiing, to formulate and test hypotheses about the source of his difficulty,
to determine what the goals of counseling should be, to decide on aNrat-
egy for bringing the client's pervoptions into line with reality and to iden-
tify feasible alternatives .;

Consequently. counselors learn not only t81?e empathic (to entedr into
another person's world ) but also to be scientific (to seek and be guided
by data) They have to be familiar with research findings regarding the
predictive validity of various types of tests, the ways in which people
differ, the practical signifjcance of these differences, the nature and eti-f ology of various types of malfunctioning. the relative merits of various
counseling strategies. social and economic factors which influence a per-
son's prospects. the distinguishing characteristics Of colleges and occu-
pations. ovlupational and industrial trends. the state of the labor market,
and the as airability of various kinds of communitAresources. They use
this knowledge to decide what additional infortN,an is needed about a
person 2,ind,his situation anal to obtain it They also use it to gener-
ate hypotheses about the nature of the client's difficulty and to decide on
possible, solutions:

Because in formulating and testing hypotheses he tries to be guided by
data and not by his on predilections and preconceptions, the counseling
psychologist can lay claim to being a scientific practitidner. As we shall
sec later, the counseling psychologist is expected not only' to have a, sci-
entist's respect for existing knowledge, but, he is also expected to add to
it He is encouraged, in other words, to-be both a producer and a con-
sumer of research.
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Difierenc es between counselini; psychology and. clinical psy chology.
There are those who hold that clinical and counseling psychologists are
"kissing cousins" rather than blood brythers. They contend that there
are important differences' betwee- the two` kind-red specialties which
should be recognized and nurtured. There are others who say that the
differences have become blurred and are no longer valid or useful It is
true that there are training programs which'minunize the distinctOn be-
tween clinical and counseling pstychology. It .is also, true that. there are
positions vv hich enable or require\the counseling psychologist to perform
many or.all of the tunaions usually perfouned by clinical psychologists,
and vice versa How ,t counseling psychologist will function on the job
is usually a matter of the kind of training he received, the he himself
aspires to, and his employer's expectations.

-\ recent. confcrcrac an the preparation of counseling psychologiStsf
indicates what a group of leaders in this field perceived to be the distill-

,gtlishing characteristics of their specialty:
First, the counseling, psychologist, tends to work with normal. conva-

lescent.or r covered persons whose probleins arc neither so severe nor
so deep!-sea ed. that they 'require intensive long-tecm treatment. Severely,
incapacitate persons whose persOnalitict-Vt have to undergo radical
change before they can be helped or reitab.igated are generally. referred
to other practitioners who specialize in intensive, long-term_ treatment'

Second. the emphasis is or the more 'typical, and in that sense. more
normal needs iind problems of'people which can be.dealt with, after some
initial exploration and clarification, on a relatively cognitive level.

Third, the focus is not on reconstructing personalities but on dr&vvnig
out and developing what is already there, and on helping people 'to recog-
nize, develop and use the resources which they have withiri themselve
or in tick environment This holds even for the counseling psychologist
who works-trio mental hospital. He usually sees himself as doing his
most useful work when the patient has improved to a point where voca-.
tional planning and possible re-entry into community become feasi-
ble, perhaps with exploratory employment in the hospital as a first step.
While ha cannot ignore the patient's pathology and will need to utilize
therapeutic insights and procedures, he will tend to focus On helping him,
capitalize on residual, partially restored or newly developed social and
vocational skills, rather than bn reshaping his personality.
i Fourth, while he uses psychotherapeutic techniques in his work with

clients, he does not limit himself to these Exploratory experiences and
environmental intwvention using community resources, and tests of per-
sonality, interest, aptitudes, and values are utilized much more -frequently
than they are by psychologists who function primarily as psychothera-
pists.

:, Thompson, A S and Super, ID E. (Eds ) The Professional Preparation of C011/1-
riding 1. chologistr Report on the 1964 Greyston Conference. New York. Bureau
of Pub afions.kTeachdrs College, Columbia Univ., 1964.
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Fifth. counseling psychologists attach particular importaike to the
role of education and work in a person's lite. They hold that our lives
and even our personalities are shaped by what we le,frn and by how we
earn our licing Education and occupation!, they say, are not only the
most importAt determinants of social status, but along with marriage
pL.vrhygs the most important sources of satisfaction and frustration in a
person s life Consequently, the counseling psychologist who is Interested
in facilitating self-development and self-,realization is likely to feel that
anything lie can do to help individuals 90ke thoughtful educational and
'vocational decisions. to improve their performance at school, in training..,
or. on the job, or to find,a more congenial or stimplating'position, curricu-
lum or training program, will yield important, long-term dividends. It
is therefore no accident that many -counseling psychology training pro-
grams place heavy emphais on the studs of educational and vocational
development.

Finally, as the Greyston report emphasizes, the counseling psycholo-
gist's role is essentially educational. developmental. and preVentive rather.
than medical or remedial. In connection with his preventive role. it

might be pointed out that even cities with gdod fire prevention programs
maintain tire-fighting crews and equipment. Counseling psychologits
will no doubt continue to be engaged in putting out fires as well as in pre-
venting them But as they become more adept, not only at Identifying.
removing, or circumventing obstacles to normal de% eloprftent, but
at helping individuals .to achieve optimal development (i.e. not' just
become or remain adjusted. but to fulfill their.potential fo'r growth), it is
likely that this developmental rather than the preventive or remedial role
well beCome the over riding concern of many counseling psYchologists.
pakicularl.y those who work in educatiOnal settings.

'WORK SETTINGS AND DUTIES

We have stated that counseling psychologists wofk in a variety of setting's.
'Nek-hile thefe are certain activities in which all counseling psychologists
engage, the clientele which they serve and the services which they Proiiide
can vary considerably from one setting to another. These similarities and
differences will become clearer as we' examine the alious settings in
which counseling psychologists work and the roles they play.

Where counseling psychologists work. There are at least a dozen
different agencies and institutions which employ counseling psycholo-
gists,, including colleges and universities, schools, hospitals, community
agencies, state and city governments and business and industry. The
lowing table summarizes the findings of a recent study' and indicates the
percentage of counseling psychologists employ'ed in live broad areas.

'Thompson. A S and Super, D.E. (Eds ) The .Professional Preparinion of Conn-
^reline Psvcholopsts Report of the 1964 ,Greyston Conference New York. Bureau
of Publications. Teachers College, Coltunbia Univ. 1964, p. 44.
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Settings i,n which counseling psychologists work

Educational settings (Colleges and universities. private and
.public schools)

cfc

64

Health-rekuld settings- (hospitals. rehabilitation agencies,
mJntal health clinics) , ,. 1IN
Industry and government (excluding hospitals and schools) 13

Community counseling agencies 5

Private practice 5

Other 2

Most counseling psychologists work in educational settings. Of these.
approximately 9 out of every 10 are employed by colleges and uniersi- \

'ties.. Several developments are under way which are likely to increase
the demand for counseling psychologists in 99rtain of the areas listed
above, and in another ten years the figures end in f6e table above may
look quite different from what they do today. What these anticipated
developments are will be discussed a little later when we come to the topic
of current employment opportunities and future trends.

What counseling psychologists do. One way to get a picture of a
profession is to ask where the people who practice ,it work. Another as

--to ask what they do. The table which follows' shows the percentage of
counse g psychologists holding .various positions.

Positions h_pld by. counseling psychologists

(76-

Primarily teaching Professor, department head, other academic
pdsitions; 32

, Primarily service administration: Director or c Ggdinator of 'a
university counseling center, psychological ch ilr, counseling .

service, community agency, rehabilitation proje , student per- ,

sdnnel services; 23

' Primarily Service: Counselor, psychologist, psychotherapist,
--consultant in colleges, universities, schools, private practice 38

Miscellaneous 7

k.
'I-Adapted from Thompson,.A. S. and Super, D. E. '(Eds.) The Professional Prep-

aration of Counseling Psychol9gis'ts-Report of the Gre n Conference. Flew York.
Bureau of Publications, TeachersCollege, Columbia ylv., 1964, p 48.
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I he ii}e activities in which counseling psychologists engage most Ire-

,
quently are teaching, research. administration, consulting, and counseling.
Usually they engage in more than one of these. 'thus the teacher and ad-,

ministrator may do some coungeljniior supervision. About 20% of all:
counseling psYchologists devote more than half of their time counsel-
ing: 70% devote at least some time to it

o How the setting in which a counseling psychologist works clter nes

his role. Although certain skills. interests and activities are com on
to all counseling psychologists, there is room for considerable variati
in what coujiseling.ps}chologrsts do and' how they do it. The key to these

differenc is el:coure, the particular setting in which they happen to be

working' The setting determines the clientele with which counseling psy-
°etiologists work'. their goals. and to some extent also their procedures.

Let us take three settings in which counseling psychologists work and

see how what they do is affected by where they work
The professor of ,counseling psych Like other professors he

will advise students, teach, serve on committees, study, write and do re-
search. Bilt he will also differ from them in several important ways The
courses which he teaches are likely to carry,suCh,la'bels as: "Principles
and practices of guidance", "Tests and measurements ", "Methods of ap-
praisal and diagnosis". "Sources and Uses of occupational information-.
"Theories of counseling", "Techniques of counseling". "Counseling the
culturally disadvantaged", "Physical and psychological aspects of dis-
ability." His research is likely to take him into such areas as determinants
of vocational choice. behavior modification, the outcomes of counseling,
the prediction of job satisfaction, and group counseling,. By doing some'
counseling'himself, or by supervising the work of learner-counselors, or
through his teaching and research, he keeps close IP the substance and
procedures of counseling. This is only to be exPected since his primary
function is to train counklors.

The counseling psychologist in a college counseling center. While

he may teach some courses and hold professorial rank, his principal func-
tion is to ,counsel. He spends a considerable part of his day counseling
students and whoever else the counseling center is designed or prepared
to serve. The kinds of problems which' are brought to him include voca-
tional indecision, lack of satisfaction with college or social life, ,poor
grades, doubts about the wisdom of continuing in college. feelings of de-
pression. lack of a sense of direction or fulfillment.

In order to decide what kind of help the student needs. the counseling
psychologist may confer with his colleagues in the center and with psy-
chiatric consultants. 1n these staff conferences the decision arrived at may
be to have a senipr and more expaienced staff member work with the
client, to assign him to,a junior counselqr or intern, or to refer him to a
more appropriate source of help. Promising techniques ,for helping the
client with his problems may be eplored and periodic case conferences
scheduled to evaluate his progress.

.44
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It the decision is to 4ssign the client to a junior member of the staff or

to an intern or student-trainee, the counseling psychologist may super-
vise the counselor's work. The decision arrived at in a case conference
may be to modify some aspect of the clienf.s environment ('his course
load, his parents' expectations of him. his living arrangements,,,),

in
, in

which case the counseling psychologist will confer with those
a position to effect these changes.

are

As a member of a profission which prides itself on the fact that its
members are not only practitioners but also scientists. he is likely also-
to have research interests which lead him to undertake investigations
concerning.the effectiveness of the service which he and his colleagues'
render and the most promising, means of realizing certain desired coun-
nlilig outcomes The most effective and sought-after college counselors
are those who can contribute to. as well ak apply, existing psychological
know ledge. These are the °cies who feel most at home in an academic
environment. , 'j

Mindful of the, important influence which th'e environment can have
on behavior, he may also become involved, either as a consultant or a
participant, in curriculum revision. orientation programs. residence halls
work, and the like.

A counseling psychologist in a Veterans' Atintintstratto.n hos`pital
Because of the setting in which he works. his clientele differ in important

, ways from those of clinicaT psychologists 'His clientele include persons
who have been emotionally or physically incapacitated and have now
reached a point in their convalescence'vvibere they can begin to think
about re-entering, the community. Wherhisability has been alleviatfd
rather than removed. the patient may have to be helped to accept hid
disability and to consider and prepare for another. occupation.

Because his work invokes identifying and developing remaining
.grepgths and locating situations in which these might profitably be uti-
lized. the counselifig psychologist in a hospital performs a wide variety
of functions. These include individual and group counseling, visiting em-
ployment agencies and potential employers. follow -up' after discharge,
close collaboration with medical specialists, occupational therapists, shop
instructors and the like, and planning helpful social and work experiences
in the hospital as the patient's confidence and condition improve. He
also attends case conferences and, if there are psychologist-interns or
junior level psychologists on the staff. a substantial portion of his time
may be devoted to su,pervision and' training. Like his colleagues who
work in other settings he will, if his interests tend in this direction, also
find opportunities to engage in research, if not directly, then at least as
a consultant to interns wh6 are in the brocess of developing or executing
a dissertation proposal.

Differing satisfactg* and rewards. The ideal which.) is held up to
psychologists in training is'that they shQufd be scientists as well as prac-
titioners' To do justice to both these roles is not easy and most psycholo-

14
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gists end up emphasizing one or the other. A counseling psychologist
will usually select a work setting with this in mind. If he is attracted to
a scholarly .life in which the emphasis is on teaching, research and the
professional preparation of future counseling psychologists, he is likely
to seek a professorial appointment in a university, if he prefers to be an
active practitioner. he is more likely to be attracted to counseling centers,
community agenLi6s and rehabilitation centers, where he will be encour-,
aged and expected to carry a fairly heavy case load.

Hos,LAser. these need not be "all or none" choices. Psychologists whose
primary responsibility is teaching and research can still find time to en-
age in counseling. those who work in counseling centers, hospitals or

community agencies hay e opportunities to engage in research, train_ineand
teaching in addition.to providing direct service to clients

The satisfactions which people seek and get from their work are both a
matter of their particular psychological make-up and of what their work-
setting demands, alloys, encourages, and rewards The important thing
to remejnber is that because of the multiplicity of settings jp, which coun-

l'eling psychologists work and the variety. of functions which they perform,
the occupation Lan accommodate persons with differing interests, values,
talents. and aspirations.

ROW ONE BECOMES A COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGIST
7

According to the Occupational Outlook Handbook, there are approxi.
mately '21-1.000 psychologists in the United States. By no means all of:
these possess the Ph D. -or Ed.D. For e \antple, almost half of all psy-
chologists who work in mental health estahlishments 14cji the doctorate.
While sub-doetorally trained persons will continue to be in demand, the
emphasis in many training programs is on doctoral level training. There
are several reasons for this: the skills which today's psychologist must
master are not only more varied. but also more complex, the responsibili-
ties,\which he is called upon to assume are much greater, the body of
knowledge which he must master has grown so rapidly that it can no
longer be acquired in a year or two; most important of all there is the
expectation that he will:servq the profession not only as a highly skilled
and unsup'erised practitioner, but also as a competent and productive
researcher.

Undergraduate preparation. Some undergraduates develop an in-
terest in psychology quite early and major in it.'Others develop this in-
terest later and consequently are not as well prepared in psychology when
they enter graduate school. Most departments of psychology and schools
of education allow for this. While some require or prefer an undergrad-
uate major in psychology, many do not. Undergraduate courses which a
prospective psychologist will find helpful, in addition to psychology, are
mathematics, statistics, computer science, foreign languages (especially
French and German ), courses in the humanities which deal with man
in his culture, and courses in the biological, physical, and social sciences

15
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Doctoral or sub;doctoral, Ph.D. or Ed.D ? Some graduate depart-
ments and schools of education admit only students who plan to obtain
a doctorate. Others also accept students on the sub-doctoral level Sub-
doctoral programs are usually of one or two years' duration and lead to
an 'ALA.. NI Ed., or professional diploma in counseling. They prepare
studehts for beginning and intermediate positions. more responsible. less
supervised positions. particularly those requiring research competence and

,advanced clinical skills, are usually reserved for persons with the doc-
torate Students who are not sure that they want to commit themselves to
a long program, or who cannot qualify initially for admission to a doctoral
program. often select a sub-doctoral program and then transfer to the doc-
toral program if and when their grades or aspirations change.
. Some craduate departments and schools of education offer only the
Ph D. (a doctorate in philosophy), others only are Ed.D. (a doctorate in,
education ). Some offer both. The two programs may be quite similar,
differing only in the foreign language requirement and in the distribution
of courses outside the major field. Sometimes the distinguishing feature
is a heavier concentration in the Ph.D. program on theory, research
methods, and experimental design The Ph.D is conceived by some to be
the more appropriate degree for those who intend to work in academic
or research settincs. while the Ed.D. is thought to be more appropriate
fo>i those who are more interested in the practical applications and the
broader perspective which supporting work in education, anthropology.
sociology and other related disciplines can furnish.

The foregoing cannot be used as a rule of thumb, however. The Ed.D.
and Ph.D._prot,Trams vary from one institution to ahother and the differ-
ences between the two programs may be quite niglicible. Both types of
programs produce competent, versatile, data-oriented practitioners who
are able to apply and add to existing knowledge. and who meet all certi-
fication, licensing, and *employment requirements.

Requirements for admission. In considering"upplicants, graduate
departments usually review undergraduate attainment, references, per-
formance on such tests as the Miller Analogies or the Graduate Record
Examination, and relev ant experience. These and other admission re-
quirements. such as application deadlines, required references, and tests,
vary with the specific instinton. It is recommended that prospective
applicants begin corresponding with institutions about admission ap-
proximately nine months in adv nce. _

Differences in training progr ms. There are more than fcgity in-
stitutions which offer advance degrees in counseling psychology and
such related areas as rehabili tion counseling, student personnel work,
and guidance. Of these only about half have approved programs in
counseling psychology. These are programs which meet the standards
laid down by the American Psychological Association's Education and
Training Board. It should be pqinted out, however, that there are some
good schools, which have elected not to seek or to retain accreditation.
For information about training programs and financial support consul
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Graduate Studs in Ps;scholog;s, published by-the American Psychological
Association.

Most Linn, ersities which hiaNe accredited programs in counseling, psy-
Lho logy also halve approNed programS in clinical psychology. In some
institutions the two programs resemble each other eery closely, differing
perhaps only in the practicum and internship experiences of students. In
others. the differences are more substantial. The distinguishing factor
may be the greater emphasis in the counseling psychology program on
the process imoked in arri\ing at sound educational and vocational do
ctsions,and the ways in which this process may be facilitated. Where this
is the case. the distinguishing courses may be ones bearing such titles as
'The Sociology of Work". "Sources of Educational and Occupational
Information ". "The Psychology of Careers", "Characteristics of American
Colleges", -Occupational Structure of the United States", "Vocaiiional
Rehabilitation' of the Physically Disabled", "Psychological Aspects of
Disabilities ", "Vocational Testing". and "Techniques of Educational and
VoCational Counseling".

it
In some institutions the counseling P6gram is a cooperative undertakiip

ing between seeralalepdrtments. The cooperating departments are fre-"
vently the departfrient of psychology. the department of guidance, and
the department of ,e4peational psycholOgy. Joint pitgrams like these .

reflect cbunselffig psycholdgy's long standing interest in preparing coun-
selors who will work in educational settings.

Whit k t1 pe ,o_t_rrogram? While there are differences among the
three type's of programs'described above, the similarities frequently out-
weigh the differences. To select a program appropriate to his needs the
prospeoiNe student should obtain program descriptions from a variety
of instkitions and compare them. If he has difficulty deciding among
them, or has doubts about whether this is the right career for him, he
should consult his achiser, a 1pember,of the psychology deltrtment at his
college, or the nearest counseling center. ,

Students who are interested in vocational counseling and in work as an
organizing .and int ating factor in a person's life, will want to consider
programs which re ect this particular emphasis. Students who plan to
work in education settings, and particularly in secondary schools and
junior colleges, will Nynt to look at programs which are administered
jointly by schools or departments of education and psychology.,18tudents
who have not,yet chosen between clinical and counseling psychology, or
who prefer a program which minimizes the distinction between the two
specialti s. will want to consider programs in which they can explore

" both typ s of offerings and can transfer fiom one to the other without
difficulty. t

Content of programs. .*-Dotoral programs in counseling psychology
usually encompass tke Towing areas

f,..

I NATURE OF THE /SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT. Structure of the world of
work. occupational trends. social class structd're, social mobility, com-
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munity resources, cultu and personality, characteristics of colleges and
their student bodies, educational systems, and social and economic factors

, which affect development and adjustment

2. PERSONALITY ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT. developmental
psychology. theories of personality, theories of learning, the psychology
of the physically, emotionally and mentally handicapped, psyclioloey of
adjustment.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF CLINICAL SKILLS psychological tests. diagnostic
procedures, counseling theory, approaches to community mental health.
field work, supervised counseling practice and internship, group counsel-
ing, consultation skills

4. PROFESSIONAL. ORIENTATION. professional ethics, settings in which
counseling psychologists work, relationships with members of other help-
ing professions, techniques,of supervision.

5. DEVELOPMEN,T OF RESEARCH COMPETENCE: review and analysis of
the research literature,'measurerrient and evaluation, statistics, experi-
mental design, planning and execution of a doctoral researc project.

To cover the areas fisted, above psychology departments ay draw on
courses offered in other departments of the university. So erequire that
the student complete a minor in one of the related disciplines. Others
encourage students to take courses several areas. Areas frequently
drawn on include philosophy., sociology, anthropology, education, social
work, economics, industrial rRlations, physical medicine and rehabilita-
tion, computer science, and statistics.

How long does it take" A doctorate in counseling psychology can
be completed in four years after the Bachelor's, but many tticiqnts take
five or six years. Why clods it take so long? The most important reason
is that in addition to mastering a body of knowledge, the prospective
counseling psychologist must develop clinical skill and research compe-
tence. Clinical competence is dev?letied by giving the student carefully

ngraded experiences in n actual work setting such as a student counseling
center, a mental health clinic, or the counseling service of an agency like
the YMCA. These, experiences are carefully supervised either by the

° faculty or by the staff of the agency involved. In addition to the experi-
ences a student may have early in his program, he is required, usually in
his third or fouri4 year of study, to serve ,the equivalent of a one-year
full-time internship in an agency providing counseling services, such as
a college colmseling center or a Veterans Administrzqion Hospital.

These are usually paid internships, the size of thd stipend is a less im-
portant factor in the selection of an internship cqter than the quality of
the services it provides and the quality and atudunt of supervision the
intern will'receiye. .

Research' competence is provided throigh courses in statistics and ex-
perimental design, through seminars in which students rev iewmalyze and

t,
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plan research studies in their field of interest, and through research as-
sistantships. As in other fields, a doctorate in counseling psychology in-

()hes a dissertation. usually one in Dying the manipulation of experi-
mental variables or a design in which the relationships between carious
variables can be explored statistically.

Beyond the doctorate. There are many opportunities kir continued
professional development beyond the doctorate. Active involvement in
the affairs of the Atner,ican Psychological Association and the American
Personnel and Guidance Association and their regional and state organ-
izations, participation in the programs which are presented at the annual
conventions of these organizations; service on the editorial boards of
professional journals like the Journal of Counseling Ps)chology and the
Personnel and Guidance Journal, consultantships, research and scholarly
tiriting. further study through post-doctoral fellowships: these are some
of the ways in which counseling psychologists sere the profession' and
deepen and diversify their skills

There are several ways in which the profession recognizes and rewards
competence bey and that which is signified by the possession of a doctorate
Counseling psychologists with five years of experience are eligible for
dirlomate status which is xonferred after) an examination conducted by
the American Board of Examiners in Professitmal Psychology. ,Counsel-
ing psychologists can also achieve the,status of Fellow in the American
Psychological Association. which requires a substantial contribution to
psychology asa science Potential fellows are nominated by an appro-
priate division of the Association. in the case of counseling psychologists
Division 17. the Division of Counseling Psychology. Finally. both the
American Psychological Association and the American Personnel and
Guidance Association periodically make awards in recognition of out-
standing research and service.

`.
FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS

Since counseling psychology is a specialty involving prolonged. and often
expensive, graduate training and since society has an interest in main-
taining the supply of counseling psychologists, a number of programs for
the financial support of graduate students has been established. Not all
of the various aid programs described below are mailable at each train-
ing institution. However, where counseling psychologists are trained in
substantial numbers, some of the following sources of aid are mailable.

Veterans Administration Traineeships. In recognition of its own
demand for counseling psychologists and of the need to contribute to the
general manpower supply, the Department of Medicine and Surgery of the
Veterans Administration participates in counng psychology training
programs. Students who are selected as VA tilinees are given the op-
portunity to receive training at Veterans Administration hospitals. out-
patient clinics, regional offices, etc., while they are pursuing their gradu-
ate studies. The result is a graduated series of praCtical experiences which
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permit the student to coordinate his academic, growth with reality-testing
experiences under professional stipervision.t Veterans Administration
'trainees are paid stipends which, at present, range from approximately
53,500 during the first year to $6,500 during the fourth year. A total of
3,800 hours of practial experience is arranged to coincide with the stu-
dent's academic schedule. Further information about this traineeship
program may be obtained from. The Chief of Psychology, Department
of Medicine and Surgery, Veterans Administration, WOfington, D.C.

Rehabilitation Seri'ices Administration. The Rehabilitation Serv-
ices kdmirustration (formal.). the Vocational Rehabilitation Administra-
tion) of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, in the interest
of contributing to the number of people who are interested in and qualified
for working in various rehabilitation settings, provides financial support
for training programs and for students Stipends for' students range rrom
$1,800 for first-year trainees to $3,400 for fourth year trainees. The
traineekhips also pay student tuition and fees. As with the Veterans Ad-
ministration, practical experietice is included, but the nature of the re-
quirements varies among training programs. Further information about
these traineeships may be obtained from. Office of Research and Train-
ing, Rehabilitation Services Administration, Department of Health, Edu-
cation ang Welfare, Washington, D.C.

National Defense .44cation Act Fellowships. Under legislation
originally passed in 1958, the U.S. Office of Education administers a pro-
gram of doctoral fellowships intended to increase the number of doctoral
persons interested in educational research. Stipends to students are 52500
per year. The fellowship.s also pay tuition and fees. Further information
about these programs may be obtained from the U.S. Office of EdLation,
Washington, D.C.

Assistantships. Universities with training programs in counseling
psychology offer a variety of graduate assistantships which provide finan-
cial aid to graduate students. Though these are usually structured as
remuneration fOr services performed as a junior staff member, the work
involved ordinarily_ represents experiences which are directly related to
the student's professional growth. Assistantships are available for coun-
seling, teaching, an research roles. The amount of pay for assistants
varies widely and er advantages, such as tuition exemption, are fre-
quently included. n ormation about assistantships is available from the-
individual universities. -

Scholarships and fellowships. Most universities have available a
limited number of scholarships and fellowships for which any graduate
student may apply. In eeneral, thefe financial aid programs are provided
so that lack of funds, per se, need not be the barrier to graduate education
in counseling psycholog for any motivated and qualified applicant. The
awarding of financial aid to graduate students is administered by the in-
dividual universities. Information about the financial aid program at
each university can be found in a booklet entitled Graduate study in psy-
chology, published by the American Psychological Association, and in
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the Personnel and Guidance Journal under the title. "Financial Aid .for
Guidance and Personnel Graduate Study."

DEMAND FOR COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGISTS

One way to gauge the importance and futureeof a field is to ask luiw many
people. are engaged in it and to compare the present figures with past
'figures. According to this criterion, counseling psychology is both' a
,strong field and a growing held. In membership, he Division of Coun-
seling Psychology is one of the, larvr,of the twelty-six,divisions of thq
American Psychological Association, varying over the years , between
second and fourth place in size. Even more important is the fact that it
increased membership by more than sixtyktpercent between 19510 and
1960. The,pieision currently has..approximately 1,600 members.

In spite o increase in the umber of counsehng, psychologists, the
demand,for then continues to outstrip the supply. Although accurate
figures on supply and demanil are ery difficult to ascertairr, the follow-
ing will 'serve to give a gene N1 picture of the need for cbunseling psy-
chologists. -

College and Unit ersity Counseling Centers At the time at which
this is being written, the demand for doctoral-level counseling,psycholo-
gists in well-established college and university counseling centers is re-,
ported to be approximately five, times the available supply. That is to
Say, if all counseling psychologists who received the doctorate thi,1 year
were tp, work in college and university counseling centers:they would
fill only one-Afth of the present available positions. As established insti-
tutions expand and new institutitias inaugurate counseling services, fu-
ture demand will exceed the supply ",in even great5r proportions.

Veterans A4tninistration. Based on present staffing criteria, the
Department of Medicine and Surge of the Veterans AdminiStration
estimates its present need for psychologists at 1;890. Against this need;
840 psychologists, mostly clinical and counseling psychologists, are em-
ployed in the Veterans Administration. In commenting on the need for
counseling psychologists va Veterans Administration official has said,
"Because of the tremendous shortages in both clinical and counseling
psychology, it has been futile for us to try to project itpecifically for either
clinical or counseling psychologists." The 'iced for counseling psycholo-

,tgikts is, in his words, `overwhtming," not bnly in the Veterans Admini-
stration, but in other Feddral agencies as well. For somryyrs, coun-
seling psychologists have been designated a critical shortage category.

Other agencies. According to figures compiled' by the Executive
Director of the American Personnel and Guidance A'ssociatiOn, there

Hitchcock, Arthur A. Counselors Supply, demand, need. In 'Counselor de-
telopment in American socieQA report to the Office of Manpower, Automation

- and Training (US. Department of Labor) and tlieOffice of Edubation (US De-
partmentof Health. Education, and Welfare). Washington, DC , 1965 Pp 83-111

.
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are between 500:100 and 60,000 full- and prt-tirnc counselors in -the
United States today. Simply to.meet currently anticipated needs the num-
ber of full-time counselors will have to increase by more than 10,0,00 per
year between now; and 1970, and by about 12,500 a yea between 1§70
and 1975. This means trfar"the present program of education of coun-
selors clearly must b:Iriore than tripled immediately By 1970 the pro-
duction of counselors muse be expanded again, probably two'-fold." By
1975 the gurriberief counselors in elementary schools will need to have
increased irons 24500 in 1965-m 53,500, in secondary schools from
31,000 to 72,000frin junior colfeges fforn 800 to 5.000, in colleges irnd
universities from 4,000 to 7,60N, in employment services from 3,000 to.,
8.000, in rehabilitation programs from 3.500 to 5.700, and in Office of
Economic Opportunity progfams from 450 to more than 7,000.

While most of these positions will be filled by counselors with one or
two years' training beyond' the bachelor's deg,re, persons holdinie a doc-
torate in counseling psychology, guidance, or a related field who can till
or ad\ ance to supervisorb and leadership positions will also be in great
demand. ''

Future Trends. Although the demand for counseling; psyehOlogists
is already far in'excess of supply, there are several factors which are likely
to increase that demand still further in the years ahead. The most-imi/
portant of these is society's growing concern for those who are physically,
emotionally,' mentally. and culturally handicapped. a concern which is
reflected in such undertakings as the Job Corps, Operation Headstart,
Youth Opportunity Centers, and the expansion of ' arious types of re-
habilitation prograins. . I

Equally important are the changeswhich have been and still are taking
place on the educational and occupational scene. These includtgle..grow- .0021'4
inn reeognition by schools and colleges of the part they can arid,thould
play in helping students fulfil their potential for Awth, the displaCe-
ment of workers through automation and technological change, thVde-
cline in the number of jobs which can be Ailed by Persons with limited
education and training; the difficulties which many young work-seekers
encounter in getting established occupationally, the increasing/number
of married women who are seeking to return to work after age 35; the
rapidly gfowing number of young people Ao want or are finding it
necessary to continue their education and training and need help in mak-
ing sound educational and vocational decisions.

w

These are some of the developments which have created a demand for
counselors who are skilled in identifying, and de\ eloping outlets for, hu-
man potential in all its different forms. This is the chalhingeand the
raison-d'etre of counseling psychology.
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WHERE TO GET FURTHER INFORMATION

For information abolg Consult
Psychology in generl Ross, S. A career in psyckplogy. Washington, D.C.

American PsyChological Association, 1968.
(Address:.1200Seventeenth St., N.W.)

Super, D. E. Opportuvies in psychology. New.
York; Vocational Guidance Manuals. 1968

United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistids. Occupational 'Outlook Handbook.
Washington, D.C. United States Government
Printing Office. (Revised periodiCally ).

Webb, W. B. (Ed.) The profession of psycho:6g)
New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 19,62.

1

Ty pical concerns of
psychdlogist

Counseling psychology
as a specialty within
psychology,'

RehabilitatiOn
counseljng

American Psychological Association. A. merlon P,)-
chologist. Washington, D.C.: APA. (Appears
monthly).

American Psychological Association. , Journal of ).
Counseling Psychology. Washington. D.C. ! APA.
(Appears bi-monthly)

American Psychological Association. Contemporary
Psychology. Washington. D.C. (ApTears monttkF
ly; book reviews). . ,

Amerian Psychological Association., .1 ozirMil of
Counseling Psychology. Washington, D.G.: AP_ A
(Appears 1)1-monthly).

Thompson, A. S. and Super, D. E (Eds.). The pro-
fessional preparation of counseling psychologists.
Report of the 1964 Greyston Conference. New
York: Bureau of Publications. Teachers College.
Columbia Univ.ersity, 1964:

Ogg. Elizabeth. Rehabilitation counselor. Helper of
the handicapped. (Public Affairs Pamphlet No.
392). New York: Public Affairs Committee, 1966.
(Address: 381 Park Ave. So.)

I. Training programs and Ross. S. and Blackwell, E. Karen Graduate study
financial support in psyc)iology. Washington. D.0 . American Psy-

choldgical Apsociatioh. (Revised annually). (Ad-
, 'dress: .1200 seventeenth St.. N.W )
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